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XIX International Chopin &
Friends Festival
November 2 - November 19, 2017
The International Chopin & Friends Festival in New York showcases innovative artists who emulate Chopin in uniting the traditional and the modern, the
young and the mature, the national and the universal, and all the art forms.
New York Dance & Arts Innovations, Inc. (NYDAI) is the founding sponsor of
this popular fall celebration.
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The XIX INTERNATIONAL CHOPIN & FRIENDS FESTIVAL
Within a world of turmoil where natural disasters and those manmade
are ravaging our world, the arts remain a solace. For the spectator a way
to escape reality, a way to relax and renew and for the artist a mode of
expression of all the joys, sorrows and complexities humanity is faced
with each day. Let the XIX International Chopin & Friends Festival be that
escape for you. Join us far a reflective break from reality and let the
many artists featured during the festival’s seven unique events take you
on an imaginary journey.
Nineteen years later, the festival continues to welcome artists both renown and those still at the beginning of their artistic paths. I am pleased
to say that many artists even after reaching fame happily accept my
invitation to perform during the festival. One such artist is Aga Zaryan,
the first Polish Jazz vocalist to record under the Blue Note Label. Over
a decade ago, when she was still beginning her career, Aga Zaryan
performed under her given name, Agnieszka Skrzypek, during one of
NYDAI’s Art Nights events in Europa Club. Now despite her fame, she
happily accepted my invitation to perform during the gala event of the XIX
festival. It is stories like this, that prove to me that our mission of providing an intercultural platform for Polish artist in New York, is an important
one and one worthy of the support of our audience and sponsors.
The generosity of our sponsors enables NYDAI to organize the festival year after year, and with that to provide a platform to catapult the
careers of novice Polish artists and performers. I am thrilled, that the
Consulate General of the Republic of Poland, and Consul General Maciej
Golubiewski, have once again graciously taken on the honorary patronage over the Festival and have joined our main sponsors, which also include New York State Council on the Arts, Polish Cultural Institute, Polish
& Slavic Federal Credit Union, and Polish & Slavic Center.
As the 2nd Vice President of the board of directors of the Polish and
Slavic Center, I proudly dedicate this year’s festival to the founders and
members of this incredibly important organization, in celebration of
their 45th anniversary of serving the Polish American community. May
they continue to thrive and provide our community with essential social
services as well as continue to promote Polish history and culture and
support organizations such as NYDAI.
I truly hope that this year’s festival will be a pleasant, insightful getaway
from the harsh reality of today’s world and will remind you of the incredible value of the Arts.

Sincerely yours,
Marian Żak
President of NYDAI
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1 Gala Concert "A Rare Gem"
When:

Where:

Friday, November 3rd, 2017 at 8 PM
*Free Admission

Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland
233 Madison Avenue
(Jan Karski corner)
New York, NY 10016

Aga Zaryan – Jazz Singer, Kuba Cichocki - Piano
Aga Zaryan, a major star of European vocalists conveys the
finest of jazz to today's audiences, continuing the traditions
of great divas like Shirley Horn, Carmen McRae and Joni
Mitchell. She is known for her distinctive style and intimate
approach to singing with a characteristic lightness of phrasing and slightly matte-toned voice. Warm, engaging and very
personal, she’s the unique interpreter of both contemporary and classic jazz
repertoire - “A rare gem” they say.

Kuba Cichocki is a Polish jazz pianist, improviser
and composer based in New York City. Over the years
he has performed in a variety of contexts in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia, including festivals such as International Solo Piano Festival (Prague, Czech Republic),
The Mafrika Music Festival (NYC), The International Chopin & Friends
Festival (NYC), Jarasum International Jazz Festival (Jarasum, South Korea),
to name a few. Before coming to New York City in 2010, he performed and
recorded with some of the biggest names in Polish and European jazz,
such as Zbigniew Namyslowski, Michael Urbaniak, Aga Zaryan, Urszula
Dudziak, Jaromir Honzak. Currently his interests oscillate between the
experimental/improvised NY scene and a groove-oriented jazz with Latin
elements. Cichocki collaborates, among others, with 5-time Grammy award
winner, John Benitez, composer George Brandon, Flin van Hemmen, Patrick Breiner, Pat O’Leary, and has performed with his own groups at NYC
music venues such as Nublu, Spectrum, Bowery Electric, Rockwood Music
Hall, Shapeshifter Lab, IBeam. He is the leader of Audubon Lab Experiment,
a jazz/world/experimental group that recorded their debut album in 2016.

Her reputation as a great performer spans from Spain to Japan, yet she is a
significant talent that still awaits true mainstream recognition.
As a daughter of a classical pianist from early on Aga traveled widely throughout Europe spending part of her childhood and school education in Manchester, UK. She is a cosmopolitan who has lived in UK, Italy, Sweden and New York
City. Now she is based in Warsaw, Poland.
The vocalist is an example of integrating ambitious artistic goals with popular appeal, recording eight albums to date, all of which have earned gold,
platinum or multi-platinum status in Poland. Her bestselling “Picking Up The
Pieces”, "Looking Walking Being" and “A Book of Luminous Things” have been
released on Blue Note Records. Her latest studio album “Remembering Nina &
Abbey” released by Parlophone was recorded with Brian Blade, Geri Allen and
Larry Koonse among others. It’s a tribute to Nina Simone and Abbey Lincoln.
Aga was named Jazz Vocalist of The Year in Jazz Forum Magazine's yearly
Jazz Top readers' poll for seven years from 2007 to 2013. She has an active
performance schedule and has appeared in clubs and at festivals in Europe,
the USA, Israel, Turkey, Russia, Iceland and Japan.
DISCOGRAPHY:
2002/2007 - “My Lullaby” EMI - album CD – Gold Record
2006 - “Picking Up The Pieces” Blue Note, album CD – Triple Platinum Record
2007 - “Umiera piękno” EMI, album CD – Platinum Record (PL)
2008 - “Live at Palladium” - Warner, 2CD/DVD– Quatro Platinum Record
2010 - “Looking Walking Being” Blue Note, Double Platinum Record
2011 - “A Book of Luminous Things” Blue Note, Platinum Record
2011 - “Księga olśnień” album CD - EMI, Gold Record (PL)
2013 - “Remembering Nina & Abbey” Warner/Parlophone, Platinum Record

XIX INTERNATIONAL CHOPIN AND FRIENDS FESTIVAL
GALA CONCERT IS PROUDLY CO-PRESENTED BY
THE POLISH CULTURAL INSTITUTE NEW YORK.
Make a toast with our original cocktail,
“The Kosciuszko Bridge,”
which joins the “spirits”
of two nations!

NEWSWEEK
This recording by arguably Poland's most interesting jazz vocalist of the
younger generation is truly moving.
PLAYBOY
The album "Picking Up The Pieces" rendered her the First Lady of Polish Jazz.
L.A.WEEKLY
A singer out of Poland who has apparently been knocking them out in Europe
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2

Goddesses of Female Form

When:

Where:

Thursday, November 2nd, 2017 at 7 PM Klimat Gallery, 77E 7th Street
NYC, NY 10003
*Free Admission
(between 1st & 2nd Avenue)
Elżbieta Boukourbane is a painter, sculptor and poet. Born July 4, 1958
in Nisko in the south-eastern, Subcarpathian region of Poland. A graduate of the Fine Arts Lycee of Jarosław, she obtained her MFA from the St.
Petersburg Institute of Painting, Sculpture, Graphics and Architecture in
1986. She is the creator of the rebuilt monument of the Lwów Eaglets, the
Our Lady of Sorrows sculpture and the Katyń and Home Army plaques in
Nisko. In 1996 she published Scraps of Silence, a volume of poems, and
she was included in the poetry collection Calendar of the Century, as one of
the poets from the Nisko region.
She is an easel and mural painter. Her work has been presented in solo
and group exhibitions and has become part of private collections in Poland
and abroad. Her newest works come from her collections entitled The Isle
of Women, Angelic Celebration, 3+2+3 = March 8, Dream Book.
The artist states:
The focus of my interest is painting that emerges from my admiration of
human beauty, especially the beauty of a woman who posseses a certain
kind of inner magic.
“I paint with oils to allow me to constantly explore and enrich my message.
Form matters to me in the way it clashes with the heat of color and the
roughness of texture. My creation of new works often comes quite unexpectedly, as my perceptions stamp an imprint of my spiritual state onto
the canvas, constructing an individual symbolism of meaning and giving
expression to the self.”
Her paintings are oil on canvas, executed with a brush and palette knife,
an essential technique for this artist. Her work renders the individual
experience and emotions of strong, decisive and impassioned women,
combining their thoughts, sensations and experiences with the influence
of these energies on the creation of meaning in her paintings. The energy
and the essential artistic potential of Elżbieta Boukourbane’s work extend
a permanent promise, for by giving the possibility of touching the limits of
imagination, they allow for a particular way of experiencing the enigma of
a woman, and her fascinating mystery, together with ours in her presence.
www.elbo.2ap.pl
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3 On the Road
When:

Where:

Saturday, November 4th, 2017 at 7:30 PM
*Free Admission

Polish and Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Hanna Kelker’s - Photo exhibition
Hanna Kelker was born in Skierniewice, Poland. After completing her undergraduate studies in biology at the University
of Warsaw, she pursued her scientific interests in the United
States where she received her Ph.D. degree. Most of her
career was spent in scientific research at New York University School of Medicine where she studied the immunological
properties of the AIDS virus. As a New York City resident she
actively participates in the life of the Polish community where she serves on
the Board of Directors of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America
and the Board of Trustees of the Kosciuszko Foundation.

In Northern Washington, I passed through rolling hills covered with
golden fields of wheat. Right next door, in Idaho, I admired picturesque
rivers that passed through mountains where paintings of ancient Indian
tribes can be found.
“Although my photographs depict only a small fragment of the US that can be
seen from roads less travelled by, they illustrate to some degree the beauty
and diversity of the country’s landscape and character. This has been an
interesting journey for me and a wonderful opportunity to photograph many
interesting vistas and images. It has also been an opportunity to observe life
and its many aspects from the perspective of a life lived in Poland and in the
USA.”
					Hanna Kelker

Her serious pursuit of photography arises from her lifelong interest in the arts
and her fascination with how images are portrayed.
“I am fascinated by images that focus on light and images painted by light- reflections that create light copies of objects, shadows that an add interesting mood
and landscapes that are beautifully colored by the light of rising or setting sun.
The photographs of American photographer Paul Strand are a source of my
inspiration, his landscapes and images in which shadows are important elements
of composition. I am also inspired by paintings of Polish impressionists and their
masterful portrayal of colors.
Hanna Kelker has studied photography at New York University, and she is an
active member of the Polish American Photographic Club. Her work has appeared at numerous group shows including the Salons of the Polish American
Photographic Club, the SoHo Photo Gallery and the Kips Bay Towers Art Show.
She has presented solo exhibitions at the Kurier Plus Gallery, the Gallery of
the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America, the Polish Art Gallery at
Starbucks in Greenpoint, at the Kosciuszko Foundation in New York City and at
the Galeria Lamelli in Cracow, Poland.
ON THE ROAD
I live in New York City, a modern wonder and world center of finance and the
arts. It is a city with a long and interesting history. Reminders of this great
city’s past are everywhere in historic buildings, bridges like the Brooklyn
Bridge, museums, and places like Ellis Island where so many immigrants
entered the United States.
I love New York City, but I find it a great pleasure to travel through the vast
expanse of the United States. We live in a rich and fascinating country, a vast
land and a photographer’s delight. Natural wonders, a variety of climates,
mountains, prairies, lakes and so much more are there to be enjoyed and
photographed. For a New Yorker like me it is an exciting adventure to be on
the road exploring and photographing these magnificent sites.
I love to travel through vast areas of farmland and to visit small Midwestern
towns with their deep roots in history and where traces of nineteenth century
life can be found. A visit to Louisiana reveals old magnificent mansions on
plantations that belonged to slave owners. New Orleans, with its French influence is full of nineteenth century architecture, a unique culture and, of course,
jazz.
I travel frequently to Arizona, a state with a vast cactus-filled desert, unique
vegetation and magnificent colorful rock formations. Arizona is home to
many Indian tribes who display their beautiful traditional and modern art. The
Arizona countryside is illuminated by spectacularly colored sunlight at sunrise
and sundown.
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BOGNA KICIŃSKA QUINTET
Bogna Kicińska - voice, arrangements, compositions
Benjamin von Gutzeit - viola
Kuba Cichocki - piano
Matt Aronoff - bass
Colin Stranahan – drums
Bogna Kicińska - jazz vocalist, composer and educator,
originally from Poland. Before coming to the US she
was already recognized in Poland as one of the most
prolific singers on the modern jazz scene. At that time
she won many competitions, e.g. Old Jazz Meeting
in Ilawa, International Jazz Competition for Singing Musicians in Zory,
Nadzieje Warszawy in Warsaw.
In 2010 she moved to New York to study at the Aaron Copland School of
Music CUNY. Living in NYC Bogna stays very active on the music scene
performing with a variety of bands and projects. In 2012 she started her
own quintet which features some of the finest musicians on the New York
jazz scene. In 2014 she released her first album “The Maze” which has
been nominated for the FRYDERYK 2015 award, the Polish equivalent of a
Grammy.
"JAW-DROPPING VOCAL FACILITY (…) THRILLING APPROACH TO IMPROVISATION (…) ONE OF THE FINEST SCAT SINGERS I'VE HEARD IN YEARS" - Rick
Anderson, cdhotlist.com.
“Bogna Kicinska (…) is a real discovery, she is a vocalist with a wide range
of voice, singing with great feeling and improvising using scat technique
without any restraint” – Jazz Forum Magazine (Poland)
Benni von Gutzeit, one of only a handful of true jazz
violists worldwide, was born in Bochum, Germany,
into a musical family. His father is a well-known music
pedagogue; his mother a pianist and two of his siblings
are classical string players. He began his viola studies
at the age of four, starting on a 16th violin that was fitted with viola strings.
He received instructions from his father until age twelve when he became
the student of violist Emile Cantor of the Orpheus String Quartet.
Benni consecutively won the 1992 and 1994 German Youth Competition
Jugend Musiziert, which led to a solo concert tour in Japan. At age fifteen,
he developed a fascination for popular music and took up playing the electric bass in addition to viola. From 2001 to 2004 he studied at the Bruckner
Conservatory in Linz, Austria, under the tutelage of jazz violinist Andreas
Schreiber. In 2004 Benni moved to Holland to further his jazz studies at
the Conservatory of Amsterdam with saxophonists Ferdinand Povel and
Jasper Blom and guitarist Jesse van Ruller.
He became an active participant of the Dutch jazz scene and performed
with numerous groups including: Elastic Jargon by Maurice Horsthuis and
Starvinsky Orkestar by Martin Fondse. He was sought after at prominent
concert venues and festivals such as the Bimhuis and the famed North Sea
Jazz Festival. In 2010 he moved to New York City (supported by scholarships of the Dutch Fonds Podiumkunsten, the Deutsche Stiftung Musikleben and the Kogel&Schmidt Foundation) and became the first violist to
earn a Master’s Degree from the Jazz department of the Manhattan School
of Music. Benni has performed and recorded with many great musicians
including jazz violinist Mark Feldman, electronic music virtuoso Matthew
Herbert, pianist Cyrus Chestnut, jazz singer Tierney Sutton and Saxophonist Dave Liebman. Since 2012 Benjamin is the violist of the Grammy-winning Turtle Island Quartet.

some of the biggest names in Polish and European jazz, such as Zbigniew
Namyslowski, Michael Urbaniak, Aga Zaryan, Urszula Dudziak, Jaromir
Honzak. Currently his interests oscillate between the experimental/improvised NY scene and a groove-oriented jazz with Latin elements. Cichocki
collaborates, among others, with 5-time Grammy award winner, John
Benitez, composer George Brandon, Flin van Hemmen, Patrick Breiner, Pat
O’Leary, and has performed with his own groups at NYC music venues such
as Nublu, Spectrum, Bowery Electric, Rockwood Music Hall, Shapeshifter
Lab, IBeam. He is the leader of Audubon Lab Experiment, a jazz/world/
experimental group that recorded their debut album in 2016.
Matt Aronoff, Bassist and composer has been praised
for his “musicianship at the highest level, paired with an
incredibly emotional connection with the crowd” (Jazz Advocate). He has been deeply involved in the New York music
scene since 2008, when he graduated from Manhattan
School of Music and began touring with Grammy-nominated
singer Luciana Souza. Well known for being, “greatly sensitive, with huge ears and a feel for accompaniment” (All About Jazz), Matt
has been consistently touring and recording with many of New York and
L.A.’s greats, such as Peter Eldridge, Fred Hersch, Sara Gazarek, Kenny
Werner, The New York Voices, Jane Monheit, Bob Lanzetti (Snarky Puppy),
Jo Lawry (Sting), Amy Cervini, Duchess, Matt Wilson, Banda Magda, Spencer Day, Kate McGarry, Keith Ganz, Gilad Heckselman, Gary Versace, Oded
Lev-Ari, Anat Cohen, Nadje Nordhuis, Kevin Hayes, Sandra Bernhard, Alan
Cumming, Anna Gasteyer, Perry Smith, Clarence Penn, Alison Wedding,
Joel Frahm, and Laila Biali. He is also currently a Teaching Artist through
Carnegie Hall’s Weill Institute. Through this program he has had the opportunity to play and compose music with people in neglected communities such as hospitals, prisons, detention centers and homeless shelters.
Colin Stranahan, born In Denver Colorado, has always
been surrounded by music. By his teenage years he
was already actively working on the local Denver scene,
and has recorded multiple records on the Capri Record
label. After receiving the prestigious National Foundation
Advancement of the Arts Presidential Scholar award in
2005, he studied at the University of the Pacific for one year as a Brubeck
Institute Fellow. Shortly thereafter, he attended the prestigious Thelonious
Monk Institute of Jazz at Loyola University in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Stranahan was also one of the winners of the 2012 Thelonious Monk Drum
Competition. Now living in Brooklyn, New York, Colin is among the most
sought-after drummers in the world working with such artist as Kurt
Rosenwinkel, Jonathan Kreisberg, Dr. Lonnie Smith,Fred Hersch, Terence
Blanchard, Dave Kikoski, Kevin Hays, Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter and
many others. He is part of a collective trio featuring some of the most
talented and praised young musicians in New York City. Together, the
Stranahan/Zaleski/Rosato trio has recorded and released two successful
albums and has plans to release a third record later this year.
Colin Stranahan currently holds adjunct teaching positions at Aarhus
Royal Academy of Music, and London's Royal Academy of Music, where he
teaches both private lessons, and ensemble teaching.
He also teaches at a few summer Jazz programs including The Brubeck
Institute Summer Jazz Colony, The Fara Sabina Summer Jazz School and
Festival in Fara Sabina, Italy. Colin also gives drum master classes at
Oberlin College, New England Conservatory, International Jazz Conference
in Thailand, and the Singapore Esplanade Jazz Festival.

Kuba Cichocki is a Polish jazz pianist, improviser and
composer based in New York City. Over the years he
has performed in a variety of contexts in the U.S., Europe and Asia, including festivals such as International
Solo Piano Festival (Prague, Czech Republic), The Mafrika Music Festival (NYC), The International Chopin & Friends Festival (NYC),
Jarasum International Jazz Festival (Jarasum, South Korea), to name a few.
Before coming to New York City in 2010, he performed and recorded with
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4 Art of the Human Connection
When:

Where:

Friday, November 10th, 2017 at 7:30 PM
*Free Admission

Polish and Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222

barbara kalina – “Three Channel Visual Projection”
multimedia exhibiton is an evening of collaboration in sight and sound.
Visual artist, barbara kalina, bassist, composer and educator, Pawel
Knapik, and a group of composers/vocalists, the Asaran Earth Trio, get together in an event that combines multi channel projections of moving and
still imagery, the sound of double bass and voices of traditions from around
the world taken in new directions.
In her art practice, barbara kalina creates a social commentary and deals
with the human condition. Her installations oftentimes combine photography, video, text, ephemera and sound. She blends into her art, the
elements that are significant in her life; nature and music. The artist creates parallels between the everyday life of people with that of the natural
environment. By incorporating sound in her work, kalina wants to draw the
viewer's attention to the various levels behind the moving and flat images
and unravel layers of emotions that are possible only on deeper reflection.
The carefully selected musical collaboration of the deep and rich sounds of
Knapik's double bass and collective sound of vocalists from different parts
of the globe, will guide in amplifying the emotional impact to the narrative
created and the message the visual artist intends to convey. This, giving the
evening an interesting experience of sight and sound.
In her art work, barbara kalina is driven by social concerns,
injustices and what she has observed in the lives of close
family, friends and communities around her. The loss of
economic stability after years in the corporate sector was
crushing but also allowed the artist to start noticing what she
missed during the rigorous and isolated lifestyle. Incorporating this into visual commentary, the artist uses various
forms of photography,video, appropriated media, installations that include
holographic projections, as well as sound.
Some of the artist exhibits include: Atlanta Celebrates Photography Festival 2017, Carlisle Photo Festival 2017, Private Gallery Spaces, Museum of
the City of New York, NYC Public Library, Soho20 Chelsea, Westbeth, New
Century Artists Gallery, Ground Floor Gallery, Dumbo, SVA Galleries, ISE
Cultural Foundation in New York; Women Made Gallery in Chicago; Silvermine Gallery in Connecticut; Pingyao International Photo Festival; Ramapo
College; Bergen Art and Science Museum; Silk Mill, AAUW in New Jersey.
Internationally, she has shown projects in Carlisle, England; Łódź, Poland
and Pingyao, China. Segments of her video work also appeared on the
Rachel Maddow Show on TV, and part of her other projects were broadcast
on TV in Poland.

PAWEL KNAPIK, hailed by the top contemporary
artists as “an outstanding instrumentalist” and
“an extraordinary double bass player”, a PolishAmerican double bassist and composer is a recipient of numerous international awards, grants,
and scholarships including Kosciuszko, Arthur,
and Stanley Thomas Johnson foundations.
A graduate of Manhattan School of Music, Wroclaw Academy of Music,
and a member of the Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Mr. Knapik also performs
regularly with preeminent orchestras in the New York City metropolitan area such as New York City Ballet, New York City Opera, American
Ballet Theatre, as well as European ensembles including the legendary Vienna Philharmonic.
Mr. Knapik has played as a Principal Bass with the following ensembles: Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Brooklyn Philharmonic, Long Island
Philharmonic, Bronx Arts Ensemble, Albany Symphony Orchestra,
Key West Symphony Orchestra, Metro Chamber Orchestra, Chamber
Orchestra of New York, Jupiter Symphony, New Jersey Philharmonic,
and Wroclaw Chamber Orchestras ”Wratislavia” and “Leopoldinum”.
He has performed with critically acclaimed chamber music ensembles Sequitur, Modern American Ensemble, and New York Chamber
Musicians. Mr. Knapik has been featured fifteen times as a soloist with
various symphonic and chamber orchestras throughout Europe and
North America.
An award-winning composer, Mr. Knapik mastered his skills with
composers Richard Danielpour and Grazyna Pstrokonska-Nawratil.
He recently gave a World Premiere of his original “Wroclaw” Concerto
for Double Bass and Orchestra, with Orchestra 54 he founded, at the
premier New York City venue DiMenna Center for Classical Music. He
is also an educator and a recording artist.
Outside of classical genre, Pawel Knapik worked with Paul McCartney,
Bono and the Edge, Elvis Costello, Justin Timberlake, Jennifer Hudson,
Miley Cyrus, Harry Connick Jr., and appeared on Golden Globe winning
TV Series "Mozart in the Jungle". Mr. Knapik has performed on four
continents and plays a double bass crafted by Oreste Martini, Mantova
1934.
THREE DANCES (2016) Program
I Kid's Got the Beat
II A Very Brief Meditation on the Nature of Parentheses
III Westbeth Capriccio
PAWEL KNAPIK, double bass solo
Original music by Armando Bayolo and Pawel Knapik.

The artist is a recipient of the 2013 Sandy Emergency Relief Fund from
NYFA; 2010 Puffin Foundation Visual Arts grant; Bergen Museum’s of Art
and Science - Best in Show 2006 Award; and numerous college grants. She
has been a teaching assistant in two programs (graduate and undergraduate) at SVA, Teen Academy at ICP in NY and guest presented her work.
She holds an MFA in Photography, Video and Related Media from the
School of Visual Arts and a BA in Photography and Contemporary Arts from
Ramapo College.
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Asaran Earth Trio program

Két Dal - Hungarian traditional
Bye Bye Blackbird - R. Henderson
Dilmano Dilbero - Bulgarian traditional
Milho Verde - Portuguese traditional
Divojčice Rožice - Croatian traditional
Patacoada - A. Boccato/J. P. Paes

Artemisz Polonyi is a singer deeply immersed in jazz,
folk and choral music currently living in New York City.
She fell in love with singing harmonies (favourite being
the moving middle voice) during her childhood, when in
Hungary she was surrounded with the Kodaly tradition
singing folk songs and choral music.
In her adult life she is mostly required to sing very high notes, sometimes
in a cappella groups, sometimes in choirs and quite rarely in jazz groups.
Artemisz performs in New York City with her jazz trio, conducts her chorus
which experiments with world music and improvisation and teaches voice
in her studio and introduction to music in public schools as a teaching
artist.

Kis Kece Lányom - Hungarian Traditional
Viva o Jackson do Pandeiro - Hermeto Pascoal
L'Amante Confessore - Italian traditional
Jovano Jovanke - Macedonian traditional
Foreign Lander - American traditional
Why Should your Heart not Dance? - A. Boccato/C. S. Lewis
Asaran Earth Trio
So a Croatian, a Brazilian and a Hungarian walk into a bar…
A collective of vocalists from different corners of the globe (as well as
the set up to a great punchline), Asaran Earth Trio is a group dedicated to
signing beautiful music from around the world. With New York City as their
figurative ‘bar’, Asaran came together out of the desire to take different
traditions in new directions, combining folk elements together with the
adventure of group improvisation and each member’s musical ‘history’.
Together they sing, clap, play percussion and are known to cause groups
of strangers to laugh, cry, sing, dance and shake some groovy shakers.
Asaran features Astrid Kuljanic from Croatia, Artemisz Polonyi from
Hungary and Anne Boccato from Brazil. They love to share their music and
stories all around the Earth – in living rooms, theaters, houses of worship,
festivals, on the street and even in actual bars.

PSC

Anne Boccato is a pianist, composer and vocalist born
and raised in São Paulo, Brazil. She has been living in the
United States for over 10 years, enjoying the Jazz scene
in New York City, teaching piano lessons and performing her own music, as well as collaborating with some
wonderful musicians.
Her aim is to connect people to each other and to a snapshot of her inner
life through her compositions, be they instrumental or songs sung in Portuguese, English or Spanish. Her love of languages is matched only by her
love of watching her students go “aha!” and smile with satisfaction.
When she’s not rolling around on the floor singing songs with 4-year-olds,
Anne can be found coming up with her best musical ideas in the shower
(though she’d prefer you didn’t come find her there).
Croatian vocalist Astrid Kuljanic has immersed herself
in an eclectic variety of musical traditions from around
the world. Her journey from Eastern Europe and Balkan
music influences to New York has allowed her to absorb
Jazz, Brazilian, and Indian music and acquire an advanced
knowledge of performing with electronics using Ableton Live.
Ms. Kuljanic’s mission is to engage audiences across cultural boundaries.
To that end she founded Crescendo Music Festival (Croatia) that has helped
local audiences connect with a diverse array of artists.
With her quintet ‘Mildreds’ she has toured Europe and released two albums for the major Croatian label Aquarius Records. Astrid holds Bachelor
of Music from the Conservatory G. Tartini, Trieste, Italy, and a Masters of
Music degree in Jazz Performance from Manhattan School of Music.
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5 Musical Visualizations
When:

Where:

Sunday, November 12th, 2017 at 5 PM
*Free Admission

Polish and Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Paint Music Exhibition Curated by Xiaoyin Li
Paint Music Astoria is consisted of a group of artists and
lovers of classical music, who exercise their ability to interpret recordings of this music through painting and drawing.
This group was initiated and organized by Xiaoyin Li in the
Summer of 2017. The group meets on weekly basis at the
Steinway Reformed Church garden, with each week featuring the work
of selective composers, such as F. Chopin, K. Penderecki, and J.S. Bach,
sometimes organized chronologically, sometimes thematically. Together
the group paints and draws their imagination inspired by each specific
piece of music, and discusses how they have interpreted them differently.
Through these exercises, members experience an increased sensitivity to
sound, widened imagination and heightened awareness and the ability to
articulate inner thoughts.
Xiaoyin Li is an architectural designer and artist based in Astoria, Queens.
She initiated Paint Music Astoria to bring local artists and musicians
together to discuss the connection between the two artistic realms, with
the hope that they can inspire each other. This is her second time participating in the International Chopin and Friends Festival. She would like to
thank the Festival on behalf of the Paint Music members for being invited
to contribute to the exhibition. You can contact Xiaoyin Li via Paint Music’s
Facebook or Meetup page to learn more about the organization and the art
presented here today:
https://www.facebook.com/paintmusicastoria
https://www.meetup.com/Paint-Music-in-Astoria/
The art works submitted for exhibition represent only a small sample of
different art and music explored by Paint Music Astoria, we invite you to
join us in the near future to experience painting music together!
David Parus - Photo Exhibition
David Parus comes from Poland where he graduated from Annual Photojournalism Workshop at Academy of Photography in Warsaw. He worked as
a photojournalist for a national daily, Polska The Times, and photographic
agencies. He also cooperated with Warsaw UNICEF, an agency Warsaw
City Doping, and Documentary Association organization. With the latter, he
had his first exhibition Virtual Champions, as part of the collective project
20-30. His photos have been published, in a music monthly Pulp, exhibited
in Koneser Gallery or Fabryka Trzciny in Warsaw. Dawid has been awarded
in various photography contests: Anti-Fashion by Antyradio and Academy
of Photography, Photo Fights, Elastic Work Through The Lens, or Sounds
of Music by Creative. He has always been interested in music therefore he
captures its various styles and people.
Marek Jazz Vission Band
Marek Skwarczynski – trampet
Reine – Sophie – jazz singer
Laurence Goldman – double bass
Paul Odeh – piano
Pete Zimmer - drums
Marek Skwarczynski - Trumpeter, Composer and leader of
the band. He began to play the trumpet at the age of twelve
and continued his education at the Academies of Music in
Krakow ( masters degree ) and Katowice, Poland. In 1996 he
received scholarship to Berklee College of Music in Boston, MA where he received an "Albert A. Natale" Award in
recognition of outstanding musical achievement in Professional Performance. He also participated at "Henry Mancini Institute" in
Long Beach, CA. He recorded two classical albums " Baroque Music for
Trumpet & Organ" in Lezajsk Basilica and St.Mary`s Basilica in Krakow
16
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where he also performed for the Queen of England during her official visit
in Poland. Marek moved to Brooklyn in 1997. Here he performed in clubs
such as "Smalls", "Rhythm Club", "Smoke", "Cleopatras Needle", "Blue Note"
and "Village Vanguard" where he sat in with legendary saxophonist Lou
Donaldson and trumpeter Clark Terry. Marek recorded live cd entitled "Live
in Brooklyn" at "Europa club" where he performed numerous times. He
also performed with his "Jazz Vision Band" at Williamsburg Jazz Festival,
Long Island Slavic Music and Dance Festival, and Polish Embassy in NYC.
Marek performed with trumpeter Wynton Marsalis who arrived at Marek`s
gig at the "Cleopatra`s Needle" and they played Marek`s compositions
together. Marek also cooperated with the Rapper and Actor of the Year Will
Smith during his recording session. He performed at the benefit honoring
Catherine Zeta-Jones and Richard Gere. In April 2005, Marek was the featured artist on the Neighborhood Beat Show aired by Brooklyn Community
Access Television and WRTI, PA "Crossover" Radio broadcast. He also collaborated with the legendary basist and composer Bill Lee.
Reine-Sophie is a jazz singer and composer from the Indian
Ocean island of Reunion, France. Her voice is as unique,
varied and enchanting as her island home, and it reflects
every place that she has traveled to, or lived in, even in her
dreams.
Reine-Sophie made her musical debut in Reunion at the age
of 4 when she entered and won her first singing competition. At age 6 she moved to Corsica with her family, where she performed
in children's choirs and honed her skills singing the traditional Corsican
"padiela". At 17 she returned to Reunion and began singing professionally
there and in Mauritius, in hotels and jazz clubs. She credits her development as an artist to these early gigs, and to performances in jazz festivals,
such as the famed Buis les Barronies in the south of France.
Reine-Sophie later moved to New York City where she studied classical
and jazz voice, and piano, at The New School. It was in those early years
in NYC that she began composing. Listening to her compositions you'll be
delighted by the ways that her musical influences find their way into the
notes, melodies, harmonies and rhythms. There's a bit of "maloya", the
bluesy traditional music of Reunion. There's reggae, Brazilian, jazz, and a
bit of funk.
She cites her major musical influences as artists as wide-ranging as Ella
Fitzgerald, The Trio Esperança, Edith Piaf, Antonio Carlos Jobim, Gilberto
Gil, Jao Gilberto.
Along with her original material, you can experience Reine-Sophie singing
the great French, Brazilian, Italian, and American classics at the venues
and clubs of New York City.
She sings in French, Reunionese Creole, Italian, Portugese, Spanish, and
English.
Laurence Goldman was born and raised in New York City
and attended the Manhattan School of Music where he
received his Bachelor and Masters’ Degrees in Double Bass
Performance.
He has composed music, a number of extended Jazz Tone
Poems, electronic music, and chamber, rock and blues compositions inspired by the Native American spirit. He performs around the city regularly
in orchestral and jazz settings in addition to underground poetry music
performances.
Paul Odeh - piano, is from Providence RI, he’s lived in NY
since 2002. He’s been an in demand side man, performing with Ron Carter, Grady Tate, Roy Hargrove, Dick
Johnson, Buddy Defranco and George Coleman among
others. His major influences are Herbie Hancock and McCoy Tyner. Paul is
a constant presence on the NY jazz club scene, frequently performing at
Smoke, Fat Cat and Smalls and other NYC finest jazz clubs.
Pete Zimmer - drums . Since his arrival to New York City
over a decade ago in June of 2001, Pete Zimmer has
established himself amongst the forefront as one of the
top-call young drummers in New York's jazz scene. Born
and raised in Waukesha, Wisconsin, Zimmer has made his
mark locally and internationally as a versatile and articulate drummer, bandleader, sideman, composer, educator, and record label
entrepreneur.
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semble, and New York Chamber Musicians. Mr. Knapik has been featured
fifteen times as a soloist with various symphonic and chamber orchestras
throughout Europe and North America.

6 New Vision
When:

Where:

Friday, November 17th, 2017 at 8 PM
*Free Admission
Please arrive at 7PM for better seats

Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland
233 Madison Avenue
(Jan Karski corner)
New York, NY 10016

Master of Ceremony - Caroline Placzek is a graduate of
Pace University with a Bachelors of Science. She is working on her second degree in Nutrition at Lehman College.
She is a fitness instructor and has danced Ballroom
dancing competitively for 10 years. Her passions include
traveling, working out and pageantry. She is the newly
crowned Miss Polonia World 2018.
“Concerto for Double Bass” by Tadeusz Kassern - AMERICAN PREMIERE
Marilyn Nonken – piano
Paweł Knapik – double bass, soloist
MARILYN NONKEN, pianist
Upon her recital debut, pianist Marilyn Nonken was
recognized "a determined protector of important music"
(New York Times). In 2015, Fanfare proclaimed:
“Her voicings are exquisite, her pedaling throughout is a
model to be studied, and, when necessary, her virtuosity is equaled only by the insight and passion with which
every piece is imbued.”
She commands a repertoire comprising the complete piano music of
Schoenberg, Boulez, and Murail, as well as works by pioneers of the New
York School, New Complexity, and spectral music. Her nearly 30 CD releases include Morton Feldman: Triadic Memories (Mode), Voix Voilées: Spectral
Music for Piano and Tristan Murail: Complete Piano Music (Metier), Olivier
Messiaen: Visions de l’Amen (Bridge), Jason Eckardt: Subject (Tzadik), and
Larry Polansky: Three Pieces for Two Piano (New World). A Steinway Artist,
she is Director of Piano Studies and Associate Professor of Music at NYU’s
Steinhardt School. She is also the author of The Spectral Piano: From Liszt,
Scriabin and Debussy to the Digital Age (Cambridge 2014). A graduate of
the Eastman School of Music, Marilyn Nonken received a PhD in musicology from Columbia University.
PAWEL KNAPIK, hailed by the top contemporary
artists as “an outstanding instrumentalist” and
“an extraordinary double bass player”, a PolishAmerican double bassist and composer is a recipient of numerous international awards, grants, and
scholarships including Kosciuszko, Arthur, and
Stanley Thomas Johnson foundations.A graduate
of Manhattan School of Music, Wroclaw Academy
of Music, and a member of the Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Mr. Knapik also
performs regularly with preeminent orchestras in the New York City metropolitan area such as New York City Ballet, New York City Opera, American
Ballet Theatre, as well as European ensembles including the legendary
Vienna Philharmonic.
Mr. Knapik has played as a Principal Bass with the following ensembles:
Orchestra of St. Luke’s, Brooklyn Philharmonic, Long Island Philharmonic,
Bronx Arts Ensemble, Albany Symphony Orchestra, Key West Symphony
Orchestra, Metro Chamber Orchestra, Chamber Orchestra of New York,
Jupiter Symphony, New Jersey Philharmonic, and Wroclaw Chamber Orchestras ”Wratislavia” and “Leopoldinum”. He has performed with critically
acclaimed chamber music ensembles Sequitur, Modern American En-
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An award-winning composer, Mr. Knapik mastered his skills with composers Richard Danielpour and Grazyna Pstrokonska-Nawratil. He recently
gave a World Premiere of his original “Wroclaw” Concerto for Double Bass
and Orchestra, with Orchestra 54 he founded, at the premier New York City
venue DiMenna Center for Classical Music. He is also an educator and a
recording artist.
Outside of classical genre, Pawel Knapik worked with Paul McCartney,
Bono and the Edge, Elvis Costello, Justin Timberlake, Jennifer Hudson,
Miley Cyrus, Harry Connick Jr., and appeared on Golden Globe winning TV
Series "Mozart in the Jungle". Mr. Knapik has performed on four continents
and plays a double bass crafted by Oreste Martini, Mantova 1934.
Program:
Sunshine Over Tashkurgan by Gang Chen
Rolaneska by Jakub Polaczyk
Pei-Wen Liao -violin
Jakub Polaczyk - piano
Pei-Wen Liao
Acclaimed as, “a new born Taiwanese star,” by the Yuyao
Daily News, Taiwanese- born violinist Pei-Wen Liao,
a graduate of The Juilliard School, is a young artist
becoming widely recognized for her highly compelling
and deeply passionate performances. She has performed
as a soloist with more than twenty orchestras in ten
countries over three continents. At the age of thirteen, Ms.
Liao has already played a recital at Carnegie Weill Hall
with sold-out tickets. She made her debut in China in 2010, performing as
a soloist with the Manhattan Symphonie on a 10-concert tour. Since then,
she has been invited back to perform in China for eight consecutive years
in at least 30 cities. More recent engagements have included a private solo
performance for the President of Honduras, and solo performances at the
United Nations and Capitol Hill in United States. Ma. Liao’s violin is kindly
loaned from the Chi-Mei Foundation of Taiwan
JAKUB POLACZYK (1983) is a polish composer,
pianist and music teacher based in NYC. In 2010 he
graduated in composition from the Academy of Music in Cracow under M. Chyrzyński, M. Chołoniewski,
K. Penderecki. Additionally, in 2009 he graduated
in musicology from the Jagiellonian University (MA
thesis under the guidance of M. Woźna-Stankiewicz).
In 2010-2011 he finished postgraduate studies in computer, audiovisual
and film music in Łódź. In 2011-2013 he was a holder of a scholarship of
the Carnegie Mellon School of Music in the United States, where he honed
his skills in composition class conducted by R. Vali in Pittsburgh and
obtained the Artist Diploma in Composition (2013). He also performed as
a pianist, as he was a member of the Carnegie Contemporary Ensemble,
in which he perfromed new music. As a pianist he collaborated with many
artists Inline image 1 in Poland, Asia and USA, also with the National
Opera of Poland and Martha Graham Ballet in NY. Since 2015 he has been
living in New York and teaching at the New York Conservatory of Music.
He presented his music at Carnegie Mellon, Baldwin Wallace University
and Sichuan Conservatory of Music in China. Jakub Polaczyk is a laureate
of many national scholarships and international awards including Iron
Composer Award 2013 in Cleveland. He was also chosen to participate
in numerous master classes and conferences in Europe and USA. His
compositions were performed at many festivals in Poland and all over the
world including ISCM in Sydney and June in Buffalo in US. His music was
recorded by Ablaze Records and published by PWM, Feniks, Arcomics and
Babel Scores. www.jakub.polaczyk.com
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Kuba Cichocki's Audubon Lab Experiment is a 4 to 6-piece jazz group,
which was formed four years ago in New York City. The group has
performed in esteemed New York clubs such as Nublu, Bowery Electric,
Rockwood Music Hall, Shrine World Music Venue, Silvana, was also invited
to play at Mafrika Music Festival in 2014. A debut album, “Audubon Lab
Experiment”, was released in 2016. Music of the Audubon Lab Experiment reflects the diverse interests and cultural influences of the group
members: jazz, funk, R&B, rock, avant-garde and Latin jazz. The essence of
sound and musical expression of the quartet lies in rhythmic intensity and
improvisation as well as abstract and colorful arrangements. This version
of the group consists of Kuba Cichocki (piano/compositions), Patrick Breiner (saxophone), Bogna Kicinska (vocal), Rose Ellis (vocal), Dylan Kaminkow
(bass), and Francis Benitez (drums).
Kuba Cichocki is a Polish jazz pianist, improviser
and composer based in New York City. Over the years
he has performed in a variety of contexts in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia, including festivals such as International Solo Piano Festival (Prague, Czech Republic),
The International Chopin & Friends Festival (NYC), Jarasum International
Jazz Festival (Jarasum, South Korea), to name a few. Before coming to
New York City in 2010, he performed and recorded with some of the biggest names in Polish and European jazz, such as Zbigniew Namyslowski,
Michael Urbaniak, Aga Zaryan, Urszula Dudziak. Currently Cichocki collaborates, among others, with 5-time Grammy award winner, John Benitez,
composer George Brandon, Patrick Breiner, and Bogna Kicinska.
Patrick Breiner is a saxophonist, clarinetist,
composer, and improviser living in Brooklyn, NY.
He is a member of Battle Trance, has performed
and recorded extensively with Bing & Ruth, and has
recorded and released a dozen recordings on his
own Sulde label. Interdisciplinary collaborations include Ballett im Revier
(Gelsenkirchen, DE), St Ann's Warehouse with puppeteer Rowan Magee,
Park Avenue Armory with Berlin Electric, and National Sawdust and Knockdown Centre with video artist Derrick Belcham. Patrick is a Vandoren artist.
Bogna Kicinska - jazz vocalist, composer and educator, originally from Poland. Before coming to the
US she was already recognized in Poland as one of
the most prolific singers on the modern jazz scene.
At that time she won many competitions, e.g. Old
Jazz Meeting in Ilawa, International Jazz Competition for Singing Musicians
in Zory, Nadzieje Warszawy in Warsaw. In 2010 she moved to New York
to study at the Aaron Copland School of Music CUNY. Living in NYC Bogna
stays very active on the music scene performing with a variety of bands
and projects. In 2012 she started her own quintet which features some of
the finest musicians on the New York jazz scene. In 2014 she released her
first album “The Maze” which has been nominated for the FRYDERYK 2015
award, the Polish equivalent of Grammy.
"JAW-DROPPING VOCAL FACILITY (…) THRILLING APPROACH TO IMPROVISATION (…) ONE OF THE FINEST SCAT SINGERS I'VE HEARD IN YEARS" - Rick
Anderson, cdhotlist.com.
Rose Ellis - New York based Dutch vocalist and
songwriter Rose Ellis has a remarkable sensitivity for lyrics and melody. She recently released her
album ‘Like Songs Like Moons’ which was received by
critics as a “first rate debut album” (All About Jazz)
and a “refreshing and lyrical centerpiece” (Albore
jazz Japan). For her composition ‘Early In The Morning’ Rose received
the ASCAP Composers Award 2016 at Lincoln Center. Rose is “a real
storyteller”(JazzFlits) and adds weight to her lyrics with her “crystal clear
intonation, adept phrasing and luminescent spirit” (Dan McClenaghan).
While much of her inspiration comes from jazz greats such as Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan, Carmen McRae and Billie Holiday, Rose always seeks
to be original, relating to the world as it is today. Her concerts are intimate,
engaging and exceptionally moving.
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Dylan Kaminkow is an electric and upright bassist
in New York. Born in 1991, he grew up in a musical
family in Baltimore, MD and began playing bass at age
10. After studying classical upright bass at Baltimore
School for the Arts, Dylan moved to Harlem to attend
The City College of New York, where he studied under
the legendary John Patitucci. Since graduating, Dylan
has been performing throughout the city with groups ranging from Hip
Hop, r&b and blues to straight ahead and experimental jazz. His present
and past collaborations include LT LT, Aliyah Shetfield, Kamel Sadat, Dylan
Maida Jazz Group, Fiore, Everyman, Allen Branch, Coyote Anderson.
Francis Benitez was born in Farhardo, Puerto Rico
in 1989. He moved to New York City in 1993. He had
a formal education at the Harbor Conservatory and
the Manhattan School of Music prep division where
he took lessons with big band drummer legend John
Riley, as well as Thelonious Monk Jr, Ernesto Simpson,
Will Calhoun, Yayo and Ben Riley. In 2008, Francis
Benitez attended City College where he studied with
John Patitucci and Adam Cruz. After graduating he
recorded and toured with artists such as Giovanni
Hidalgo, John Benitez, Richie Flores, Dave Valentin, Papo Vazquez, Anthony
Carrillo. Francis also performed with jazz and fusion players, including
David Budway, Jim Riddle, Ron Affif, Matthew Garrison, Ravi Coltrane, Slide
Hampton. He was reviewed in a DownBeat article as “groovy” and tasteful.
Francis Benitez played drum set on John Benitez album “Purpose” in 2012
and recently has been performing around New York City as the drummer
for John Benitez’ salsa funk.

Group Exhibition Curated by Waclaw Oczeretko
Elżbieta Boukourbane - See bio on page 6
Janusz Gilewicz is known as the world’s "most famous
unknown artist” (Mati Klarwein) Janusz is both a Renaissance style painter and trend braking innovator . In
over five decades of creation and discovery, Janusz has
pushed the boundaries of his classical education and
developed his own techniques for painting on canvass,
board, and paper as well as alteranative surfaces such
as goose feathers, leather apparel, concrete, the “living
hologram “,and walkable floors . Janusz has painted for the Saint John
Paul II, famous musicians, and respected collectors. He has also created
the world's largest 3-D mural in Lower East Side of Manhattan. Janusz
lives and works in New York City and travels the world. He has executed a
number of art projects internationally. In his own words, “taste matters.”
Nina Kedzierska-Hons born in Poland. Studied
art in Gdansk and followed the Sopot School-prof.
Jacek Zulawski, painter of Parisian school of
impressionizm. Nina is a member of Polish Art Society ZPAP. She has been living and working in the
United States since 2000. She exhibited in -Norva
y,Finland,German,Switzerland,France and Chorwations. She has received
numerous awards in Poland,Oslo Gallery Akker Brugge 1986,Chicago Polish Museum 2002,Doylstown Museum Styka 2011-1st.Prizes. Her works
are also part of many private collections.
Katarzyna Iwaniec came to the USA in 1983 with her
husband and two daughters. Her husband , mathematics professor, was invited to the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton, NJ.
She is also a mathematician, earned her master
degree from the Warsaw University and Ph.D. from the Polish Academy of
Sciences and worked in Warsaw for the Telecommunication Institute.
In America, however, she developed a new passion for art, and started to
take drawing and painting classes in New York, Philadelphia and New Jersey Art Schools. Since then her works have been shown in various places,
Kurier Plus Gallery in NYC, Ellarslie Museum in Trenton, NJ, Philadelphia
Sketch Club in Philadelphia, PA, among others.
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Janusz Kapusta was born in Zalesie, Poland, in 1951.

Since 1995 his works have appeared regularly in a leading polish
newspaper, Rzeczpospolita.

He attended the High School of Fine Arts in Poznan. He
then graduated from the Department of Architecture at
the Warsaw Polytechnic and also studied the History
of Philosophy at the Academy of Catholic Theology in
Warsaw.

For several years he has served as a visiting professor and has collaborated with the School of Visual Art and New Media in Warsaw.

Kapusta is an artist interested in Mathematics and Philosophy. His work
ranges from small graphic forms, posters, magazine illustrations, graphic
design and book illustrations, to set designs and painting.

Janusz Kapusta is an Artistic Director at The Chopin Society of New
York And Honorary Member of The Polish American Business Club.

Since 1981 Kapusta lives in New York. His works have appeared in The
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, The Boston
Globe, Nature and other publications.
He has also contributed illustrations for The Captive Mind (published by The
Limited Edition Club, 1984), a book by the famous Polish writer and Nobel
laureate Czeslaw Milosz.
The artist’s works can be found in the collections of many museums and
galleries around the world. These include: The Museum of Modern Art in
New York; The Museum of Modern Art in Lodz, Poland; and the IBM Collection. He has presented his work at many individual exhibitions and participated in numerous group shows.
In 1985 Janusz Kapusta discovered a new geometrical shape, an eleven
faced polyhedron, which he called the K-dron (www.k-dron.com). He has
exploited the use of the K-dron in many of his works and has presented
many K-dron exhibitions.
In 1995 he designed the sets for Robert Wilson’s opera The Black Rider, produced in Heilbronn, Germany) and for George Bizet’s Carmen at the Grand
Theater in Warsaw. In1998, he designed the set for A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, also shown in Heilbronn.
Janusz Kapusta is the author of four books: Almost Everybody (1985) published by William Morrow in New York; Janusz Kapusta in the New York
Times (1995) published by WAiF and Ars Polona in Warsaw (This book
was later recognized as the most beautiful art album published in Poland
that year), K-dron. Opatentowana nieskonczonosc (K-dron. Patented Infinity) (1995) published by WSiP in Warsaw and Plus, minus – Podręcznik do
myślenia (Plus, minus – Manual for thinking) (2014) published by Zysk i S-ka.
In 1998 Kapusta won the prestigious Alfred Jurzykowski Award in Fine Arts.
In 1999, his exhibition entirely devoted to K-Dron opened at the Museum of
Modern Art in Lodz, Poland.
At the same time the Actor and Puppet Theater in Katowice, Poland staged
a play called Planet K-Dron, the Mystery of Interrupted Journey. Kapusta
served as the author, set designer and director.
In 2000, the artist discovered new and previously unknown principles of
the golden proportion and presented them at mathematical conferences in
American Universities. His articles have appeared in math periodicals in the
United States and Japan.
In February 2002, Kapusta accompanied by director Lech Majewski took
part in the staging of Carmen at the National Opera in Vilnius, Lithuania. In
the same year, he, as one of 22 world artists, was invited to participate in
an International Exhibition in Zagreb, Croatia devoted to restoration of the
Museum of Art in Vukovar that had been destroyed during the war.
In May 2004, Kapusta won a Grand Prix in an international competition in
Ankara commemorating the 80th Anniversary of the Turkish Republic. The
next year in Sintra, Portugal he won the first prize for the best drawing published in the previous year in the World, and in Tehran, Iran he won the first
prize at the Biennale of Press Illustration.
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In November 2010 he received his PhD in art at the Warsaw Academy
of Fine Art.

Bogdan Kujawski - Born in 1972 in Bielsk
Podlaski. Art School graduate with a major in
advertising. He was an art instructor at the
Bielsk Community Arts Center. Currently his
works are on display in galleries and private
collections in Europe and the USA.
Stanislaw Mlodozeniec - Having completed
education at the Faculty of Painting at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts in the art studios of
Professors Michal Bylina and Jacek Sienicki.
He paints realistic or figurative images and
abstractions. Mlozeniec is inspired by the traditions of the great avant-garde of the first half of
the 20th century. For twenty years, he has been
living and working in New York, a city he is eager to depict in his works.
Waclaw Oczeretko, polish immigrant living in
America since 1987. Currently residing in Long Island which has become a large inspiration for most
of his work. From childhood he has been fascinated
with sailing and nautical culture and impressionist
art and paintings. A magnificent depth of vision exists in all his paintings. Additionally a variety of bold
colours are chosen to create this dept as well as
abstract-ness which hides deeper meanings within.
His works often use gratuitous amounts of paint to even further this
depth of vision by producing physical depth and shadowing on the canvas itself which make many of them difficult to illustrate with photography.
Anna Szoska graduated from the Department of
Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow.
From 1972 to 1992 she worked as a teacher of art
in a High School in Kraków. From 1997 Szoska lives,
works and creates in New York. In the years 20002011, she belonged to an art group of Artes Gallery
at the Nowy Dziennik Polish Daily News in Lower
Manhattan. She has participated in 20 collective exhibitions in New York City. „Together4” is the fourth
exhibition with her husband Antoni Szoska.
Her paintings are a study of the subject and color. Seeking means of
expression and interdependence of color and the relationship between
the shape and the background, she paints diptychs in two versions,
similar but not identical. They create a romantic and sophisticated
composition characterized by lightness and delicate expression of almost abstract art. Her intuitions and emotions express line and color.
Antoni Szoska graduated from the Faculty of
Graphics at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow
and Sociology at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. He works as a senior lecturer at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Krakow. He lectures on performance
art, linoprint, performance and art criticism.
His linoleum prints are combinations of sketches
and text in quasi notepad. It is a collage artwork
which consists of fragments of the images, flashcards, copies of documents from his performances that bear short, Twitter like, text open to
pictorial and emotional speech of the subconscious mind.
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Jacek Szymula - artist - photographer, was born in
Gdańsk, Poland, where he had a first photo solo exhibition "Prawosławie" in 2000. He has lived in the
United States since 2008. As a member of the Polish-American Photographers Club in New York he
takes active part in group exhibitons: 2015- Polish
& Slavic Center at Kent in Greenpoint, 2016- the Annual Exhibition in PolishAmerican Photographers Club (first place- Club Award for Best Show Photo
) at Polish Consulate in New York. He participated in many group exhibitions
in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. In 2015 he exhibited in a solo
show at Starbucks- Greenpoint in NY , in 2017 double exibition with Ewa
Zeller at "KLIMAT" Lounge in Manhattan- New York. Next group exhibitions
betwen 2015-2017: Gallery " Kurier Plus" and "Amber Club" in Greenpoint
(NY), Auction at the Polish Consulate (NY) organized by the Children Smile
Foudation in NY, Art Show at the Polish Haritage Society of Philadelphia in
Doylestown (PA ) : fourth place, The Art of the Flower at the Philadelphia
Sketch Club (PA), Ellerslie Open 34 at the Trenton City Museum.

2016
2016

HENRYKA WOJCIECHOWSKA - Polish abstract painter and graphic artist. She earned her Master of Arts
degree at the Silesia University in Katowice, Poland.
The artist applies her creative process through a
wide range of techniques and materials including oil
and acrylic paintings, digital imaging, photography,
algraphy, linocut and lithograph on handmade paper.
During the creative process she often refers to the subconscious mind. The
color, line, and form are more important than the details of the actual subject
matter.
Her large-scale paintings demand careful planning and great physical energy. She creates vibrant and textured images which are built through application of paint with palette knives, expressive brushstrokes, as well as
throwing, splattering and dripping of explosion of colors onto the canvas.
This results in a sudden release of light and energy. Henryka presented her
works at many individual and collective exhibitions.
EWA ZELLER received her Master Degree from Nicolaus
Copernicus University in Toruń, Poland, from the Department of Fine Art. At Warsaw University of Technology,
Faculty of Architecture, Ewa attained Post-Graduate
Degree in Conservation of Urban Heritage, which was
awarded and published by National Institute in Warsaw.
Ewa has been drawing and painting since her childhood.
In the US she improved her skills in oil painting by learning from various artists and schools: PRATT and SVA in
NY, Arts Council of Princeton, Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia. Ewa has participated in over 100 group and solo exhibitions in US,
where she has received awards. Her works can be found in private collections in US, Trenton Museum Society, Academy of Saint Heart in Princeton,
John Paul II Foundation in Rome. website:www.ewa-zeller.com
Zbigniew Zolkowski – polish born painter moved
to America at age 9. Studied art in Portland Oregan where he received Bachelor Degree in Arts.
Interested in sculptures, street art installation,
photography and poetry.
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7

Grand Finale "Nature, Technology & Latin Flare"

When:

Where:

Sunday, November 19th, 2017 at 5 PM
*Free Admission

Polish and Slavic Center
177 Kent Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Bolek Ryzinski – exhibition
Drawn to the beauty of decayed trees, Bolek seeks to reveal each found
tree’s complexity, mystery and elegance and by so doing revitalize and extend the tree’s remarkable life. By sculpting each tree’s unique roots, scars
and textures he reveals its more discreet, secretive,and dynamic nature.
Bolek Ryzinski was born and raised on the Polish Island of Wolin in the
Baltic Sea. He earned an architectural degree in 1977 from the Polytechnic
University of Szczecin, Poland. While a student at the University of Szczecin,
he taught drawing classes. After graduating, he spent a year in Paris drawing portrait in Montmartre. In 1980 he earned a Masters degree in Fine Art
from the Academy of Fine Arts in Gdansk, Poland. He emigrated to the United
States in 1980 and worked for few years at SOM in NYC. In 1983 he launched
his architectural practice and in 1995 he founded ABR Builders, a NYC construction firm. He lives in Westport, Connecticut. http://www.bolekryzinski.
com/
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Olga Szulc
Born in 1974, Szczecin, Poland. Study at Academy of Fine Arts, Gdansk,
Poland; Master’s Degree in Interior Architecture, Academy of Fine Arts,
Gdansk, Poland; Master’s Degree in Stage Design, Academy of Fine Arts,
Gdansk, Poland. Works as a painter and a graphic artist.
My favorite medium of working is collage because of its dynamics that
allows me to break elements from their contexts and insert them to the
new reality. It is "new and surprising reality" that makes the creative
process so very exciting like discovering new unseen before land. This
process is very simple but the results are sometimes powerful and often
profound. I let myself to be taken by the essence of these images not
always knowing where it would lead me.
Olga Szulc - "Fractals" Exhibition
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Gustavo Casenave Quintet
Gustavo Casenave - piano, composer, Four times Latin GRAMMY Nominee
Nick Danielson - violin
Alejandro Aviles - Sax and Flute
Pedro Giraudo - Bass
Franco Pinna - Drums
GUSTAVO CASENAVE
Gustavo Casenave is a four times Latin GRAMMY®
Nominee, ACE Awardee 2015, Steinway Artist, Uruguayan pianist and composer, based in New York City.
He has performed worldwide, collaborated and recorded with artists as diverse as: Yo-Yo Ma, Bette Midler,
Eddie Gomez, John Patitucci, Robert Duvall, Mark Egan,
Neil Sedaca, Manolo Badrena, John Benitez and the 12
cellist of the Berlin Philharmonic among many others.
With 24 albums as a solo artist, he received the 2013 Con Edison Composers Residency Award, a 2013 New Music USA Grant, and a “Belgian Artistic
Promotion Award” at Europe Jazz Contest 1999. He directed and performed
in almost every major Tango show in the US, including Forever Tango, Tango
Fire, Tango Lovers, Tango Buenos Aires and Eternal Tango Orchestra among
others. He is a former Jazz Department Director at the Harbor Conservatory,
in addition to giving Master Classes at Juilliard, Oberlin, Eastman and Yale
University.
“…exuberant, virtuosic performance…” THE NEW YORK TIMES“… ferocious
performance, emotionally wrenching playing…” LOS ANGELES TIMES“…
enough can’t be said, sensational musician…” CHICAGO TRIBUNE“… Gustavo
Casenave led the virtuosic ensemble, … show stopper…” THE WASHINGTON
POST “… the onstage orchestra led by musical director Gustavo Casenave
was dynamite…” THE BOSTON GLOBE"...Casenave sounds splendid..." THE
VILLAGE VOICE“… one of the best pianists our country has…” EL PAIS Uruguay"... brilliant, virtuoso..." DIARIO LA NACION (ARGENTINA)"... excellent
pianist..." XAVER MAGAZINE (GERMANY)"... virtuoso, and exciting..." CONCERTO
MAGAZINE (AUSTRIA)
Nick Danielson
Mr. Danielson has performed and recorded Casenave’s music since 2003, including the Latin Grammy
nominated composition: “Miñoqui” for “Best Contemporary Classical Composition” in 2012. His recording
with Fernando Otero, “Vital” (World Village) won the 2010 Latin Grammy for
best classical album. He was a longtime member of the Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra since 1990, and holds the position of Associate Concertmaster of
the New York City Ballet Orchestra since 1992. He has performed extensively
as a soloist and chamber musician in the US, Latin America, Europe, Asia
and Australia. As a member of Orpheus, he has played on many recordings and can be heard in Stravinsky´s “Concertino” on the Grammy winning
CD “Shadow Dances.” In addition to his activities in the classical music
world, Mr. Danielson is an avid performer of Tango music. He has played for
Broadway´s “Tango Argentino,” and has recorded with Tango legend Pablo
Ziegler and singer Denyce Graves for RCA records. In 2004, he performed
as “The Fiddler” on the “Fiddler on the roof” Broadway production, starring
actor Alfred Molina. Currently, he is a member of Tango Casenave ensemble,
Painting Tango Show, Recuerdo Tango, and a former member from Eternal
Tango and Hector del Curto’s Quartet. In 1997, Mr. Danielson appeared
onstage with Mikhail Baryshnikov in a series of concerts at the New York City
Center performing Bach´s Chaconne for Solo Violin. Prior to moving to New
York, he spent 5 years as first violinist of the Chester String Quartet, while
also serving on the faculty of Indiana University at South Bend. Mr. Danielson is a graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music, where he studied with Ivan
Galamian.
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Alejandro Aviles
After graduating from Manhattan School of Music, Alejandro relocated to Puerto Rico where he had the opportunity to share the stage with some of the giants of Latin
jazz today. These include performances with Giovanni
Hidalgo, Charlie Sepulveda, Hilton Ruiz, Jerry Gonzalez,
Miguel Zenon, Dave Valentine, and a couple of memorable
performances with jazz masters Danilo Perez and David
Sanchez.
At the annual Heineken Jazz Festival held in Puerto Rico, Alejandro
performed with the Tribute to Chick Corea Big Band featuring Chick Corea,
Paquito D' Rivera, Airto Morales, and Gary Burton. For the 20th Anniversary of the Heineken Jazzfest, Alejandro returned to perform with trombonist William Cepeda and his "Ethno Music Project". Recently, Alejandro was
honored with the endowment of the prestigious Fulbright Award which
allows university professors to travel abroad and share their knowledge.
Accordingly, Alejandro traveled to Brazil to teach saxophone, jazz history
and jazz improvisation at the Universities of UFMG in Belo Horizonte and
UNIRIO in Rio de Janeiro. Besides conducting masterclasses and lectures,
Alejandro performed numerous concerts throughout Brasilia, São Paulo,
Salvador, and Recife.
In 2016, this album won the Latin Grammy as well as a Grammy Award for
“Best Instrumental Composition for Large Ensemble”, with the composition, “The Afro-Latin Jazz Suite" featuring Rudresh Mahanthappa.
Pedro Giraudo
Originally from Córdoba Argentina, Pedro Giraudo moved
to New York City in 1996. Since then he has become a
highly versatile bassist, composer and arranger, performing in a wide variety of musical projects, both his own
award winning ensembles and as a member of several
prominent ensembles, ranging from tango to jazz.
In 2014 Ruben Blades’ CD “Tangos” on which he recorded bass won two
Grammys Awards (Best Tango Album & Best Latin Pop). Pedro Giraudo has
collaborated with Grammy award winner Pablo Ziegler, 9 time Grammy
award winner Paquito D’Rivera, and Dizzy Gillespie’s protégé William
Cepeda, as well as ‘Tango meets Jazz’ guests: Branford Marsalis, Kenny
Garret, Regina Carter, Nestor Torres, Miguel Zenon among many others.
Pedro Giraudo has also been the musical director of Mariela Franganillo
Company’s “Tango Connection” and “Tango Recuerdo” and performed with
U.S.’s most prominent tango ensembles including ‘Forever Tango’, Hector
Del Curto’s Eternal Tango, Fernando Otero’s X-Tango and Daniel Binelli’s
‘Tango Metropolis’. He has participated in numerous jazz and music festivals throughout the North America, Europe, Latin America, the Caribbean
and Asia, and performed in venues such as The Blue Note (Japan & USA),
Birdland (Austria), London’s Queen Elizabeth Hall, Jazz Festival Royale in
Thailand, Kennedy Center (Washington DC), Iridium, Jazz Standard, Blue
Note, Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall (NYC).
He has played bass on dozens of recordings for the world’s leading labels
including Sony, Warner, Nonesuch, Naxos and Harmonia Mundi, as well
as for independent projects, and on movies including Oliver Stone’s ‘Wall
Street II’. He is also the principal bassist of the Hudson Symphony Orchestra and the Música de Cámara String Ensemble. Pedro Giraudo is endorsed
by the gold standard in string makers, D’Addario, and the outstanding
Keeley Electronics.
Franco Pinna
Pinna started his musical career in his home of Tucumán,
Argentina, where he performed and recorded with some
of the most distinguished musicians of the country. In
1998 he moved to Boston to study at the Berklee College
of Music, where he obtained an "Outstanding Musicianship" scholarship and graduated Magna Cum Laude. Pinna has dedicated
a large part of his study to the different rhythms from South American
Folklore, creating a unique way of interpreting traditional rhythms and
incorporating traditional percussion instruments into his drum set. Since
he moved to New York City, Pinna has recorded more than 70 albums for
many well known artists around the globe including several Grammy and
Latin Grammy Awardees.
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Andrzej
Kaminski, ESQ

Sponsors

Media Sponsors

The Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland

Nowy Dziennik
Super Express
Kurier Plus

Attorney and Counselor At Law

Bogda Matuszewski

Polish Cultural Institute
Polish & Slavic Center
Polish & Slavic Federal Credit
Union
Design/Decoration
Bolek Ryzinski, Architect
Solarz Bros Printing Corp.
Myssura Trading Company
Klimat Bar & Restaurant
Shining Sung
Andrzej Kaminski, Esq.
Elzbieta Baumgartner, “Poradnik
Sukces”

,,Proud to promote
Polish-American
Initiatives’’

Edward Pritulak, Accounting &
Bookkeeping, epritulak@aol.com

PSC

Anna - Pol Travel

"New York State Council on the Arts with the support
of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York
State Legislature."

We help clients with:
§ Accidents at work
§ Auto accidents
§ Civil litigation
§ Criminal cases
§ Social Security Disability

Law Oﬃce of Andrew Kaminski
79 Greenpoint Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11222
Tel: (718) 389-0450 Tel. 24/7: (973) 303-0498
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Best Wishes
The Polish & Slavic Center (PSC), is non-proﬁt social and
cultural services organization founded in 1972, with the
headquarters in New York City. With approximately 40,00
members, the PSC is one of the largest Polish-American
organizations on the East Coast and serves the entire Polish and Slavic community. The PSC receives contracts from
the City of New York – Department for the Aging (DFTA),
Department of Youth & Community Development (DYCD)
and sponsorship by the NYC Council. Each year the PSC
receives funds to support programs for the community,
which are provided free of charge. In addition, PSC promotes the program „Polonia supports young talents” and
the PSC scholarship program. PSC also publishes its own
quarterly paper „Echo Polonijne”, which is dedicated to everything that deals with Polonia.

Polish & Slavic Center, 177 Kent Street, Brooklyn, NY

Board of Directors:
Bożena Kamiński, President, CEO
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Danuta Bronchard
Vice President

Zbigniew Solarz
Treasurer

Marian Żak
2nd Vice President

Father Joseph Szpilski
Director

Jadwiga Bylinka-Ołdakowska
Secretary

Izabela Kobus-Salkin
Director
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New York Dance & Arts Innovations, Inc.
127 West 78th Street, Suite 4, New York, NY 10024
I NTER NATIO NA L CHO PIN
& FRIENDS FESTIVAL
www.nydai.org

